Confidently handle investigations through a streamlined case management process

FOR INVESTIGATORS
Track and monitor cases through an automated and secure workflow and generate comprehensive investigation reports that include relevant case information with just a few clicks.

FOR GOVERNMENT
Enhance current state or federal investigation processes via a secure, automated case management system that combines targeted communications, records management, analysis, compliance, and reporting functions into one platform.

The Advocate Care Network enhances safety and flags potentially dangerous behavior by allowing concerned parties to submit Person of Concern reports and receive notifications regarding the individual’s “at-risk” score.
We don’t just “comply” with security standards. We’re the only service provider in our space who has achieved a level of security, accountability and process maturity to achieve ISO-9001, SSAE-16, and CMMI Level 3 and ISO 27001 certifications.

**FOR SUPERVISORS**

Ensure complete oversight of outstanding and closed cases, increase efficiency in your office, and restrict user access to ensure that records, cases, and documentation are only accessible by appropriate personnel.

Protect complainant privacy and treat each allegation with sensitivity and respect.

**FEATURES**

- Case Management
- Security and Compliance
- Detailed Reporting
- Efficient Procurement
- SIU and OIG
- Fraud Investigation
- Ethics Compliance
- Title VII Protection
- Grievance Management

**ADVOCATE FOR GOVERNMENT**

Create a seamless, secure and efficient workflow for reporting, tracking and investigating on government cases.

**UNMATCHED SECURITY**

Create a seamless, secure and efficient workflow for reporting, tracking and investigating on government cases.

**CONTACT:**

info@symplicity.com
703-351-0200

www.symplicity.com

**SYMPLICITY**